Intermediate

to get
The verb ‘to get’ typically has 3 meanings:
1. to obtain or receive, ie: I got a letter to tell me that I got a distinction for my
dissertation.
2. to bring/fetch, ie: Can you get me a coffee from the canteen please?
3. to become, ie: Do you think the climate is getting warmer?
However, there are also a long list of phrasal verbs that use ‘get’ - get up / out/ into
/ around to / out of - for example. There is also the structure ‘to get to + location’,
which is very commonly used, ie: How do I get to the train station from here? –
for example. Then there the idiomatic expressions such as to get lost or to get a
joke. With such a diverse variety of uses ‘to get’ can be difficult for students to learn.
So, by way of an introduction, this exercise focuses on the three basic meanings
listed above. Students simply respond in full to the list of questions. It is also a good
idea to elicit from the students the particular meaning for each of the statements.
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How often do you get paid by your employer? (obtain/receive)
Do you like getting presents for your birthday? (obtain/receive)
Did you get good grades at school? (obtain/receive)
Are you getting good results in your job? (obtain/receive)
Is life getting harder or easier? (become)
Do you get angry when you are in a traffic jam? (become)
Would you get me a coffee if I asked you to? (bring)
Do you get frustrated when you can’t understand English? (become)
Will a waiter get you a menu if you ask him to? (bring)
Would you get scared if you watched a scary film? (become)
Would you cry if you got hurt? (become)
Would you get me chocolates if I was in hospital? (obtain/receive)
Do you like to get flowers on Valentine’s Day? (obtain/receive)
Do you get your own shopping from the supermarket? (bring)
Has a valet ever got your car from a car park? (bring)
Do you get bored easily? (become)
Do you often get lost when you’re in a new city? (become)
Does a porter get your bags from the taxi when you arrive at a hotel? (bring)
Do you get jealous easily? (become)
Would you like me to get you something to drink? (bring)
Would you like somebody to get your shopping for you? (bring)
Would you get burnt if you stayed in the sun all day? (become)
Would you like to get a gold Rolex as a gift? (obtain/receive)
Have you ever got someone an expensive gift? (obtain/receive)
Do your colleagues get your lunch for you in the afternoon? (bring)
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